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With 18.5 million people, Florida has 16 Fortune 500 firms. Minnesota has 71 percent fewer
people and 30 percent more F500 firms. Per capita, Minnesota has the highest number of F500
companies in the country. But in the last 25 years, Minnesota has not produced a single Fortune
500 company. Are there lessons for Florida from Minnesota's past success, and recent loss of its
``secret sauce?''

There seem to be two ways to build great, big dominating companies.

The first is the venture capital (VC) method. VC is capital-intensive and return-hungry. To earn
high returns, VCs seek high-potential opportunities. Then they recruit star managers and add
money. The VC formula has worked when home-run opportunities are plentiful in the initial
stages of hot, emerging industries, such as semiconductors in the 1970s, PCs and biotechnology
in the '80s, and the Internet in the '90s.

VC has not done as well at other times due to a shortage of home-runs. Industry ``wisdom'' is
that only about 1 percent to 20 percent of VC investments are home-runs. VCs who finance them
succeed -- 4 percent of VCs earn about 65 percent of IPO profits. Most are in Silicon Valley. VC
returns in areas without home-runs have usually been lower.

To use the VC formula, states like Florida can wait for the next emerging industry (and hope to
invest in a few) or try to create one. Creating one needs great opportunities, managers and VCs.
What are the odds?

The other way to build great companies is to encourage ``high-performance'' entrepreneurs. A
study of 28 of Minnesota's greatest entrepreneurs (Bootstrap to DileepRao.com) showed that
none used VC at the start, and 22 never used VC. Without VC, Minnesota's entrepreneurs built
companies that dominated consumer electronics (Dick Schulze/Best Buy) and managed
healthcare (Richard Burke/United Health). Some created industries such as electronic medical
devices (Earl Bakken/ Medtronic). Some became giants by being the best in their industries (Bob
Kierlin/ Fastenal; Glen Taylor/ Taylor Corp.).

So it is possible to build great companies without VC. Most of these entrepreneurs sought other
ways to finance growth. They became capital-efficient and found alternate sources. They grew
judiciously, instead of investing ``ahead of the curve'' as the VC cliche goes. They succeeded,
not with money as their crutch, but with leadership as their weapon.

So why has Minnesota not produced a new F500 company in 25 years?

History has not been kind to the VC method in most places other than Silicon Valley, and
Minnesota is no exception. From one of the top VC centers in the mainframe computing era in
the 1970s, Minnesota is now an ``also-ran.''



Why have high-performance entrepreneurs not built new F500 companies? Nearly all the
high-performing entrepreneurs in my study became entrepreneurs as teenagers. After college,
they had the confidence to continue as entrepreneurs rather than seek jobs. By their thirties,
they were accomplished leaders. Maybe America's wealth has not attracted teenagers to
entrepreneurship. As adults, they seek jobs rather than creating them. And in the last 25 years,
those seeking to start ventures seem to believe that VC, and capital-intensive strategies, are
essential for growth. The results have not been noteworthy.

Without emerging industries, home-runs from VC will be rare. Instead of focusing solely on VC,
maybe we should train entrepreneurs to develop their unique advantage, become better leaders
and expand with capital-efficiency (not capital intensity) and existing financing sources. Financial
gaps could be filled with a new ``capital-light'' fund if entrepreneurs have truly added value, and
are bootstrapping. Encouraging entrepreneurs can be more effective -- and cheaper. Maybe
America needs to become ``cheap'' to succeed again. Our leaders have not realized it yet.
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